An Electron Density Source-Function Study of DNA Base Pairs in Their Neutral and Ionized Ground States†.
The source function (SF) decomposes the electron density at any point into contributions from all other points in the molecule, complex, or crystal. The SF "illuminates" those regions in a molecule that most contribute to the electron density at a point of reference. When this point of reference is the bond critical point (BCP), a commonly used surrogate of chemical bonding, then the SF analysis at an atomic resolution within the framework of Bader's Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules returns the contribution of each atom in the system to the electron density at that BCP. The SF is used to locate the important regions that control the hydrogen bonds in both Watson-Crick (WC) DNA dimers (adenine:thymine (AT) and guanine:cytosine (GC)) which are studied in their neutral and their singly ionized (radical cationic and anionic) ground states. The atomic contributions to the electron density at the BCPs of the hydrogen bonds in the two dimers are found to be delocalized to various extents. Surprisingly, gaining or loosing an electron has similar net effects on some hydrogen bonds concealing subtle compensations traced to atomic sources contributions. Coarser levels of resolutions (groups, rings, and/or monomers-in-dimers) reveal that distant groups and rings often have non-negligible effects especially on the weaker hydrogen bonds such as the third weak CH⋅⋅⋅O hydrogen bond in AT. Interestingly, neither the purine nor the pyrimidine in the neutral or ionized forms dominate any given hydrogen bond despite that the former has more atoms that can act as source or sink for the density at its BCP. © 2018 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.